Recent systems for converting natural language descriptions into regular expressions have achieved some success, but typically deal with short, formulaic text and can only produce simple regular expressions, limiting their applicability. Real-world regular expressions are complex, hard to describe with brief sentences, and sometimes require examples to fully convey the user's intent. We present a framework for regular expression synthesis in this setting where both natural language and examples are available. First, a semantic parser (either grammar-based or neural) maps the natural language description into an intermediate sketch, which is an incomplete regular expression containing holes to denote missing components. Then a program synthesizer enumerates the regular expression space defined by the sketch and finds a regular expression that is consistent with the given string examples. Our semantic parser can be trained from supervised or heuristically-derived sketches and additionally fine-tuned with weak supervision based on correctness of the synthesized regex. We conduct experiments on two public large-scale datasets (Kushman and Barzilay, 2013; Locascio et al., 2016) and a real-world dataset we collected from StackOverflow. Our system achieves state-of-theart performance on the public datasets and successfully solves 57% of the real-world dataset, which existing neural systems completely fail on.
Introduction
Regular expressions are widely used in various domains, but are notoriously difficult to write: regex is one of the most popular tags of posts on StackOverflow, with over 200,000 posts. Recent research has attempted to build semantic parsers that can translate natural language descriptions into regular expressions, via rule-based techniques (Ranta, 1998) , semantic parsing (Kushman and Barzilay, 2013) , or sequence-to-sequence neural network models (Locascio et al., 2016; Zhong et al., 2018a) . However, while this prior work has achieved relatively high accuracy on benchmark datasets, trained models are still not able to generate expected regular expressions in real-world applications. In these benchmarks, the natural language inputs are primarily short sentences with limited vocabulary, often following simple patterns, and only describe relatively simple regexes.
Real-world regexes are more complex in terms of length and tree-depth, requiring natural language descriptions that are longer and more complicated (Zhong et al., 2018b) . Moreover, language descriptions can sometimes be underspecified or ambiguous, which leads the models to predict incorrect regexes. One way to supplement such descriptions is by including positive and negative examples of strings for the target regex to match. In fact, providing examples alongside language descriptions is the typical way that questioners post regex-related questions on StackOverflow. Previous methods only take into account language descriptions but cannot leverage the guidance of examples.
In this paper, we present a framework to exploit both natural language and examples for regex synthesis by means of a sketch. Rather than directly mapping the natural language into a concrete regex, we first parse the description into an intermediate representation, called a sketch, which is an incomplete regular expression that contains holes to denote missing components. This representation allows our parser to recognize partial structure and fragments from the natural language without fully committing to the regex's syntax. Second, we use an off-the-shelf program synthesizer, mildly customized for our task, to produce a regex consistent with both the sketch and Figure 1 : Our regex synthesis approach from language and positive/negative examples. Natural language is parsed into a sketch using a semantic parser. The finished sketch (the root node of the tree) is passed to a program synthesizer, which searches over programs consistent with the sketch and examples. Each leaf node in the search tree is a concrete regex; we return the first one consistent with all the examples.
the provided examples. Critically, this two-stage approach modularizes the language interpretation and program synthesis, allowing us to freely swap out these components.
We evaluate our framework on several datasets. Because these datasets vary in scale, we consider two sketch generation approaches: neural network-based with a sequence-to-sequence model (Luong et al., 2015) or grammar-based with a conventional semantic parsing framework (Berant et al., 2013) . We use two large-scale datasets explored in past work, a dataset from Kushman and Barzilay (2013) and the NL-Turk dataset of Locascio et al. (2016) , augmented with automatically-produced positive and negative examples for each regex. Our neural parsing model is able to exploit the large amounts of data available here, allowing our sketch-driven approach to outperform existing sequence-to-sequence methods, even when those methods are modified to take advantage of examples. However, we note that the regexes in NL-Turk especially are both short and highly artificial, resulting in very regular natural language that corresponds closely to the regex. To test our model in a more realistic setting, we collect a dataset of real-world regex synthesis problems from StackOverflow. These problems organically have natural language descriptions and paired examples, since this was the most natural way for the user to communicate their intent. For this dataset, we instantiate our sketch framework with a grammar-based semantic parser due to the limited data. On this dataset, our approach can solve 57% of the benchmarks whereas the performance of existing deep learning approaches is below 10%; the number of samples is insufficient for training neural models and pretrained models do not generalize well to this domain. We believe that this more realistic dataset can motivate further work on more challenging regex synthesis problems.
Regex Synthesis Framework
In this section, we illustrate how our regex synthesis framework works using a real-world example from StackOverflow. 1 In the StackOverflow post, the user describes the desired regex as "optional number of digits followed by an 'X' and an optional 'ˆ' followed by one or more digits". Additionally, the user provides in total eleven positive and negative examples to further specify their intent. In this example, the natural language description is under-specified and ambiguous: "optional number of digits" doesn't clearly specify whether having no digits at all is allowed, and "and" in the sentence means concatenation rather than logical and. Therefore, we cannot directly generate the target regex based only on natural language de-scription in this case. Figure 1 shows how our framework handles this example. The natural language description is first parsed into a sketch, by a semantic parser, which, in this case, is grammar-based (Section 3.2) but could also be neural in nature (Section 3.1). In general, the purpose of the sketch is to capture useful components from the natural language description as well as the high-level structure of the regex. For example, the sketch in Figure 1 depicts the target regex as the concatenation of two regexes, where the first regex is (likely) obtained by composing <num>. We later feed this sketch, together with positive/negative examples, into the synthesizer, which enumeratively instantiates holes with DSL constructs until a consistent regex is found.
We describe our semantic parsers in Section 3 and our synthesizer in Section 4.
Regex Language Our regex language is shown in Appendix A. The syntax is similar to the one presented in (Locascio et al., 2016) however it is more expressive. In fact, our DSL has the same expressiveness as a standard regular language. Sketch Language Our sketch language builds on top of our regex DSL by adding a new construct called a "constrained hole," which we denote by d {S 1 , . . . , S m }. Here, d is an integer pre-specified by the user and each S i is a sketch. 2 A program r belongs to the space of programs defined by a constrained hole if at least one of the leaf nodes of r belongs to the language of one of the S i 's and r has depth at most d. Note that the program only needs to match a single leaf node for a single sketch S i . As we can see, the sketch serves as a hint for some of the leaf nodes of the regex. For example, consider the sketch shown in Figure 1 . Here, all programs on the leaf nodes of the search tree are included in the space of regexes defined by this sketch. Note that the first two explored regexes only include some of the components mentioned in the sketch (e.g., <num> and RepeatAtLeast(<num>,1)), whereas the final correct regex happens to include every mentioned component.
Semantic Parser
Given a natural language description L = l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l m , the task of our semantic parser is to generate a sketch S in our sketch language that 2 Since d is fixed, we sometimes omit it for simplicity. encapsulates the user's intent. When put through the synthesizer with examples, this sketch should yield a regex matching the ground truth regex. As stated before, our semantic parser is a modular component of our system, so we can use different parsers in different settings. We investigate two paradigms of semantic parser: a seq2seq neural network parser for KB13 and NL-TURK, and grammar-based parser for STACKOVERFLOW, as well as two ways of training the parser, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE, based on a "gold" sketch) and maximum marginal likelihood (MML, based only on whether the sketch leads to the correct synthesis result).
Neural Parser
Following recent research (Locascio et al., 2016) , we employ a sequence-to-sequence model with attention (Luong et al., 2015) as our neural parser ( Figure 2 ). Here, we treat the sketch as a sequence of tokens S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n and model P (S|L) autoregressively.
We use a single-layer bidirectional LSTM in the encoder and a single-layer unidirectional LSTM for the decoder. While encoding, each token in natural language description is encoded into hidden state by the BiLSTM:
wherew i is the embedded word vector of l i .
When decoding, we initialize the hidden state of the decoder LSTM with the final encoding of the entire description L. At each timestamp t, we concatenate the decoder hidden stateĥ t with an context vector c t computed based on bilinear attention, and the probability distribution of the out- Figure 3: Examples of rules and the parse tree for building one possible derivation. The LHS of a rule is the source sequence of tokens or syntactic categories (marked with a "$" sign). The RHS specifies the target syntactic category and then the target derivation or a semantic function (together with arguments) producing it. $PROGRAM denotes a concrete regex without holes and $SKETCH denotes sketches containing holes. Lexical rule 4 denotes mapping any token of an integer to its value.
put token s t is given as:
whereŵ i is the embedded word vector of z i . Detailed hyperparameters of the model are given in the appendix.
Grammar-Based Parser
We also explore a grammar-based semantic parser on top of SEMPRE, which has proven effective for semantic parsing tasks in various domains. This approach is less data hungry than deep neural networks and promises better generalizability, as it is less likely to fit annotation artifacts of crowdsourced datasets (Gururangan et al., 2018) . Given a natural language description, our semantic parser relies on a grammar to construct possible sketches. The grammar consists of two sets of rules, lexical rules and compositional rules. Formally, a grammar rule is of the following form:
. Such a rule maps the sequence α 1 ...α n into target derivation β with syntactic category c.
As shown in Figure 3 , a lexical rule maps a word or a phrase in the description to a base concept in the DSL, including character classes, string constants, and operators. Compositional rules generally capture the higher-level DSL constructs, specifying how to combine one or more base derivations to build more complex ones. Having the predefined rules, our semantic parser constructs the possible derivations by recursively applying the rules. More specifically, we first apply lexical rules to generate leaf derivations for any matching span. Later, the derivations of larger spans are constructed by applying compositional rules to derivations built over non-overlapping constituent spans. Finally, we take the the derivations over the entire natural language description with a designated $ROOT category as the final output.
We design our grammar 3 according to our sketch DSL. For all the datasets in evaluation, we use a unified grammar that consists of approximately 70 lexical rules and 60 compositional rules. The size of grammar is reflective of the size of DSL, since either a terminal of a single DSL construct needs several rules to specify it (e.g., both digit or number can present <num>, and Concat(X,Y) can be described in multiple ways like "X" before "Y" or "Y" follows "X"). Despite the fact that the grammar is hand-crafted, it is general and covers the narrow regex domain.
Our parser allows skipping arbitrary tokens ( Figure 3 ) and usually over-generates many derivations. To pick up the best ones, we define a log-linear model to determine the distributions over derivations Z ∈ D(L) given natural language description L:
derivation and description. The features used in our semantic parser mainly characterize the relation between description and applied composition, including
• the co-occurrences of a token l and a rule r fired in the same span:
1{r is fired in the span containing l},
• the indicator whether a particular rule r is fired: 1{r is fired when deriving Z},
• and the tree-hierarchy of fired rules:
1{r is fired in Z and r is fired in its child Z }.
Training
For both the neural and grammar-based parsers, we can train the learnable parameters in two ways.
MLE MLE maximizes the likelihood of mapping the natural language description to a corresponding gold sketch:
Gold sketches are not defined a priori; however, we describe ways to heuristically derive them in Section 5.2.
MML For a given natural language description and regex pair, multiple syntactically different sketches can yield semantically equivalent regexes. We leverage MML to maximize the likelihood of generating a sketch that leads us to the semantically correct regex, instead of a generating a particular gold sketch. Namely, we learn the parameters by maximizing:
It is usually intractable to compute the MML objective because it involves traversing over every possible sketches. Therefore, we only sample sketches from beam search to approximate the gradient (Guu et al., 2017) .
Program Synthesizer
In this section, we describe the program synthesizer which takes as input a sketch and a set of examples and returns a regex that is consistent with the given examples. Specifically, our synthesizer does a guided exploration over the space of programs defined by the sketch, while additionally being guided by the examples. In what follows, we describe the general enumeration-based synthesis framework we operate in, then describe the enumeration order of the synthesizer.
Enumerative Synthesis from Sketches We implement a enumeration-based program synthesizer that is a generalized version of the regex synthesizer proposed by Lee et al. (2016) . At a high level, the inputs to the synthesizer are a program sketch and a set of positive and negative examples. Using these, the synthesizer searches in the space of programs that could be instantiated by the given sketch and returns a concrete regular expression that accept all positive examples and reject all negative examples.
Specifically, the synthesizer instantiates each hole with our DSL constructs or the components for the hole. If a hole is instantiated with a DSL terminal such as <num>, <let>, the hole will just be replaced by the terminal. If a hole is instantiated using a DSL operator, the hole will first be replaced by this operator and then we will introduce new holes for its arguments, and we require the components for at least one of the holes to be the original holes' components. For example, in Figure 1 , we showed some regexes that could be instantiated from the given sketch.
Whenever the synthesizer produces a complete instantiation of the sketch (i.e., a concrete regex with no holes), it returns this regex if it is also consistent with the examples (accepts all positive and rejects all negative examples); otherwise, the synthesizer moves on to the next program in the sketch language. The synthesizer therefore terminates when it either finds a regex consistent with the examples or it has exhausted every possible instantiation of the sketch up to depth d.
Our synthesizer is different from the work by Lee et al. (2016) in two ways. First, their regex language is extremely restricted (only allowing a binary alphabet) whereas our regex language is much more expressive and allows all common ASCII characters. As a result, our synthesizer can generate both a richer and more human-readable class of regexes. Second, their technique enumerates DSL programs from scratch, whereas our synthesizer performs enumeration based on an initial sketch. This significantly reduces the search space and therefore allows us to synthesize complex regexes much faster. Enumeration Order Our synthesizer maintains a worklist of partial programs to complete, and enumerates complete programs in increasing order of depth. Specifically, at each step, we pop the next partial program with the highest overlap with our sketch, expand the hole given possible completions, and add the resulting partial programs back to the worklist. When a partial program is completed (i.e. no holes), it is checked against the provided examples. The program will be returned to the user if it is consistent with all the examples, otherwise the worklist algorithm continues.
Datasets
We evaluate our framework on two public datasets, KB13 and NL-TURK, and a new dataset, STACKOVERFLOW. Statistics about these datasets are given in Table 1 , and we describe them in more detail below. As our framework requires string examples which are absent in the public datasets, we introduce a systematic way to generate positive/negative examples from ground truth regexes.
KB13 KB13 (Kushman and Barzilay, 2013) was created with crowdsourcing in two steps. First, workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk wrote the original natural language descriptions to describe a subset of the lines in a file. Then a set of programmers from oDesk are required to write the corresponding regex for each of these language descriptions. In total, 834 pairs of natrual language description and regex are generated. Locascio et al. (2016) collected the larger-scale NL-TURK dataset to investigate the performance of deep neural models on regex generation. Since it is challenging and expensive to hire crowd workers with domain knowledge, the authors employ a generate-and-paraphrase procedure instead. Specifically, 10,000 pairs are KB13 lines where there are two consecutive capital letters NL-TURK lines where words include a digit, upper-case letter, plus any letter STACKOVERFLOW I'm looking for a regular expression that will match text given the following requirements: contains only 10 digits (only numbers); starts with "9"
NL-Turk
Figure 4: Examples of natural language description from each of the three datasets. NL-TURK tends to be very formulaic, while STACKOVER-FLOW is longer and much more complex.
randomly sampled from a predefined manually crafted grammar that synchronously generates both regexes and synthetic natural language descriptions. The synthetic descriptions are then paraphrased by workers from Mechanical Turks.
The generate-and-paraphrase procedure is an efficient way to obtain description-regex pairs, but it also leads to several issues that we find in the dataset. Since the regexes are stochastically generated without being validated, many of them are syntactically correct but semantically meaningless. For instance, the regex \b(<vow>)&(<num>)\b for the description lines with words containing a vowel and a number is a valid regex but does not match any string values. These kind of null regexes account for around 15% of the data. Moreover, other regexes have formulaic descriptions since their semantics are randomly made up (more examples can be found in Section 6).
StackOverflow
To address these issues in past data, we explore regex generation in real-word settings, namely posts on StackOverflow, one of the most popular programming forums. We search posts tagged as regex on StackOverflow and then filter the collected posts with several rules, including:
• the post should include both an natural language description as well as positive and negative examples
• the post should not contain high-level concepts (e.g., "months", "US phone numbers") or visual formatting (e.g., "AB-XX-XX") in description.
We first collect 105 posts 4 that contain both natural language description and regex, and then select 62 of them using our rules. In addition, we manually clean the description by fixing typos and marking string constants with quotation symbols. Although STACKOVERFLOW only includes 62 examples, the number of unique words in the dataset is higher than that in KB13 (Table 1) . Moreover, its average description length and regex length are substantially higher than those of previous datasets, which indicates the complexity of regexes used in real-world settings and the sophistication of language used to describe them. Although we are not able to conduct comprehensive large-scale experiments on STACKOVERFLOW because of its limited size, STACKOVERFLOW can still serve as a pioneer dataset for an initial exploration of real-world regex generation tasks and help provide solid evidence that our sketch-driven approach is effective at tackling real-world problems.
Dataset Preprocessing
Generating Gold Sketches A "gold" sketch is not uniquely defined given a regex, but having a canonical one is useful for training with maximum likelihood estimation (as discussed in Section 3.3). We generate gold sketches from ground truth regexes in a heuristic fashion as follows. For any regex whose AST has depth more than 1, we replace the operator at the root with a constrained hole and the components for this hole are arguments of the original operator. For example, the gold sketch for regex Concat(<num>, <let>) is {<num>, <let>}. For regex with depth 1, we just wrapped the ground truth regex within a constrained hole. For example, the gold sketch for the regex <num> is {<num>}. We apply this method to NL-TURK and KB13. For the smaller STACKOVERFLOW dataset, we manually label gold sketches based on information from the gold sketch that should be "indisputable" (obviously true about the ground truth regex).
Generating Positive/Negative Examples The STACKOVERFLOW dataset organically has positive and negative examples, but, for the other datasets, we need to generate examples to augment the existing datasets. We use the automaton (Møller, 2017) library for this purpose. For positive examples, we first convert the ground truth regex into an automaton and generate strings by sampling values consistent with paths leading to accepting states in the automaton. For negative examples, we take the negation of the ground truth regex, convert it into an automaton, and follow the same procedure as generating the positive examples. To make the examples generated as diverse as possible, we first randomize the path when traversing the automaton. Second, at each transition, we randomly choose a character that belongs to the label of the transition. Finally, we limit the number of times that we visit each transition so that the example generator avoids taking the same transition in a loop. For each of these datasets, we generate 10 positive and 10 negative examples. This is comparable to what was used in past work (Zhong et al., 2018a) and it is generally hard to automatically generate a small set of "corner cases" that humans would write.
Experiments

Setup
We implement all neural models in PYTORCH (Paszke et al., 2017) . While training, we use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.0001, and a batch size of 25. We train our models until the loss on the development set converges. For models trained with the MML objective, we first pre-train with the MLE objective for efficiency, then use a sample size of 10 to estimate the gradient. In addition, we do beam search a with beam size of 20 when evaluating.
We build our grammar-based parsers on top of the SEMPRE framework (Berant et al., 2013) . We use the same grammar for all three datasets. On datasets from prior work, we train our parsers with the training set and use heuristic sketches as supervision. On STACKOVERFLOW, we use manually written sketches to train the parser and employ 5-fold cross-validation as described in Section 5 because of the limited data size. Our grammar-based parser is always trained for 5 epochs with a batch size of 50 and a beam size of 200. To compare these methods to our setting, we extend our version of DEEPREGEX in order to exploit examples: we produce the model's k-best list of solutions, then take the highest element in the k-best list consistent with the examples as the answer. We call this DEEPREGEX+EXS.
Evaluation: KB13 and NL-TURK
Results Table 2 summarizes our experimental results on these two prior datasets. We find a significant performance boost (11.2% on KB13 and 21.5% on NL-TURK) by filtering the output beams using examples. Such performance gain 5 Detailed model architecture is included in Appendix B. 6 Upon consultation with the authors of SEM-REGEX(Zhong et al., 2018a), we were not able to reproduce the results of their model. Therefore, we only include the printed numbers of semantic accuracy on the prior datasets.
demonstrates one advantage we can take from examples, i.e., examples help verify the produced regexes. Furthermore, our sketch-driven approach outperforms previous approaches even if they are extended to benefit from examples. We achieve new state-of-the-art results on both datasets by an accuracy increase of 8.7% and 1.4% on KB13 and NL-TURK, respectively. This performance increase demonstrates that our decomposition of the problem is effective. In addition, we compare the fraction of consistent regexes. Because we allow uncertainty in the sketches and use examples to guide the construction of regexes, our framework, using either neural parser or grammar-based parser, produces over 4% more regexes consistent with examples compared to DEEPREGEX + EXS baseline.
We also find that our GRAMMARSKETCH approach achieves near 70% accuracy on both datasets, which is better than DEEPREGEX. The performance of GRAMMARSKETCH lags that of DEEPREGEX + EXS and DEEPSKETCH models, which can be attributed to the fact that GRAM-MARSKETCH is more constrained by its grammar and is less capable of exploiting large amounts of data compared to neural approaches. However, we still see that, even with a simple grammar (see Appendix C), GRAMMARSKETCH can achieve strong enough results to demonstrate the generalizability of this approach across different datasets.
Evaluation: StackOverflow
Baselines Given the small data size, it is impractical to train a deep neural model from scratch to translate natural language descriptions into either regexes or sketches. We derive several baselines from the exiting literature so as to make comparison. First, we train a transferred model that first pre-trains on NL-TURK and fine-tunes on STACK-OVERFLOW. Second, we manually rewrite the descriptions in STACKOVERFLOW to make them conform to the style of NL-TURK, as users might do if they were knowledgeable about the capabilities of the regex synthesis system they are using. For example, we manually paraphrase the original description write regular expression in C# to validate that the input does not contain double spaces in into line that does not contain "space" two or more times, and apply DEEPREGEX + EXS or DEEPSKETCH method on the curated descriptions (without fine-tuning). Note that crafting the input to the expected style is highly generous to the models trained on NL-TURK. In addition, we test our grammar-based parser with a straightforward re-ranking rule, i.e., picking the derivation that is built with the largest number rules applied (GRAMMARSKETCH LONGEST DERIV). This is to show the effect of learning on the grammar-based model.
Results Table 3 shows the results on this dataset. Since STACKOVERFLOW is a challenging dataset, we report the top-N semantic accuracy, on which the model is considered correct if any of the top-N derivations (regexes or sketches) yields a correct answer.
The transferred DEEPREGEX model completely fails on these real-world tasks. Rewriting and curating the language, we are able to get some examples correct among the top 25 derivations. However, the examples solved are very simple, such as the one mentioned above, and the baseline model is extremely sensitive to the text. Our DEEPS-KETCH approach is still limited here, only solving 3.2% of the examples, or around 10% if we curate the language descriptions. Our GRAMMARS-KETCH approach achieves the best results, 34.4% top-1 accuracy using MLE and 57.4% top-25 accuracy using the MML objective, while the best baseline only reaches 0% and 6.6%, respectively. Because the sketch produced can be simpler than the full regex, our model is much more robust to the complex setting of this dataset. By examining the problems that are solved, we find our approach is able to solve several complicated cases with long descriptions and sophisticated regexes (e.g., Figure 1) .
Furthermore, we observed that our model is not simply relying on the grammar, but it is important to learn good parameter values as well (compare the heuristic GRAMMARSKETCH LONGEST DE-RIV method with the others). While training with the MML objective performs better on top-25, it does not perform better on top-1. We theorize that this is because the pattern of which sketches successfully synthesize is sometimes complex, and the model may fail to learn a consistent ranking as these correct sketches might not follow a learnable pattern.
Evaluation: Data efficiency
As shown on the existing datasets, one advantage of our GRAMMARSKETCH approach seems to be that it doesn't rely on large training sets. In Figure 5 , we evaluate this explicitly, comparing the performance of our DEEPSKETCH, GRAMMARS-KETCH, and DEEPREGEX + EXS baseline with respect to different size of training data of NL-TURK. When the data size is extremely limited (i.e. no more than 500), our GRAMMARSKETCH approach is much better than the DEEPREGEX + Exs baseline. Our DEEPSKETCH approach is more flexible and achieves stronger performance for larger training data sizes, consistently outperforming the DEEPREGEX + EXSs baseline as the training data size increases. More importantly, the difference is particularly obvious when the size of training data is relatively small, in which case correct regexes are less likely to exist in the DEEP-REGEX generated k-best lists due to lack of supervision. By contrast, it is easier to learn the mapping from the language to effective sketches, which are simpler than gold regexes. Our comparison results on KB13 and NL-TURK also provides evidence that the sketch-driven approach achieves larger improvement on the smaller KB13 dataset. Overall, these results indicate that DEEP-REGEX, as a technique, is only effective when large training sets are available, even for a relatively simple set of natural language expressions.
Analysis: Success And Failure Pairs
NL-TURK We now analyze the output of the DEEPREGEX + EXS and DEEPSKETCH. Figure 6 provides some success pairs that DEEPSKETCH solves while DEEPREGEX + EXS does not. Examples of success pairs suggest that our approach can deal with under-specified natural language descriptions. For instance, in pair (a) from Figure 6 , the language is ungrammatical (3 more instead of 3 or more) and also ambiguous: should the target string consist of only capital letters, or could it have capital letters as well as something else? Our approach is able to recover the faithful semantics using sketch and examples, whereas DEEPREGEX fails to find the correct regex. In pair (b), the description is fully clear but DEEPREGEX still fails because the phrase "none of" rarely appears in the training data. Our approach can solve this pair since it is less sensitive to the description.
We also give some examples of failure cases for our model. These are particularly common in cases of unnatural semantics. For instance, the regex in pair (c) accepts any string except the string truck (because~(truck) matches any string but truck). The semantics are hard to pin down with examples, but the correct regex is also quite artificial and unlikely to appear in real word applications. Our DEEPSKETCH fails on this pair since the synthesizer fails to catch the at least 7 times constraint when strings that have less than 7 characters can also be accepted (since without truck can match the empty string). DEEPREGEX is able to produce the ground-truth regex in this case, but this is only because the formulaic description is easy enough to translate directly into a regex.
STACKOVERFLOW Finally, we show some solved and unsolved examples using GRAM-MARSKETCH from the STACKOVERFLOW dataset. Our approach can successfully deal with multiple-sentence inputs like pairs (e) and (f). These examples are similar in that they both contain multiple sentences with each one describing certain a component or constraint. This seems to be a common pattern of describing real world regexes, and our approach is effective for this structure because the parser can extract fragments from each sentence and hand them to the synthesizer for completion.
Some failure cases are due to lack of cornercase examples. For example, the description from pair (g) doesn't explicitly specify whether the decimal part is a must, and there are no corner-case negative examples that provide this clue. Our synthesizer mistakenly treats the decimal part as an option, failing to match the ground truth. In addition, pair (h) is an example in which the natural language description is too concise for the gram- description: valid characters are alphanumeric and "."(period). The patterns are "%d4%" and "%t7%". So "%" is not valid by itself, but has to be part of these specific patterns. ground truth: ((<let>|<num>|(.)|(%d4%)|(%t7%)){1,} (f)
description: The input box should accept only if either (1) first 2 letters alpha + 6 numeric or (2) 8 numeric ground truth: (<let>{2}<num>{6})|(<num>{8}) Failure Pairs: (g) description: I'm trying to devise a regular expression which will accept decimal number up to 4 digits ground truth: (<num>{1,})(.)(<num>{1,4}) wrong output: (<num>{1,})((.)(<num>{1,4}))? (h) description: the first letter of each string is in upper case ground truth: <cap>(<let>) * (( )<cap>(<let>) * ) * wrong output: ((( )<cap>)|(<let>)){1,} Figure 6 : Examples of success and failure pairs from NL-TURK and STACKOVERFLOW. On pairs (a) and (b), our DEEPSKETCH is robust to the issues existing in natural language descriptions. On pairs (c) and (d), our approach fails due to the unrealistic semantics of the desired regexes. GRAMMARSKETCH succeeds in solving some complex pairs in STACKOVERFLOW, including (e) and (f). However, (g) and (h) fail because of insufficient examples or overly concise descriptions. mar parser to generate a useful sketch.
Related Work
Other NL and program synthesis There has been recent interest in synthesizing programs from natural language. One line of works lie in using semantic parsing to synthesize programs. Particularly, several techniques have been proposed to translate natural language to SQL queries (Yaghmazadeh et al., 2017 ), "if-this-then-that" recipes (Quirk et al., 2015 , bash commands (Lin et al., 2018) , Java expressions (Gvero and Kuncak, 2015) and etc. This work is different from prior work in that it utilizes both the natural language as well as input-output examples.
Another line of work uses deep learning to directly predict programs from natural language. Recent work has built encoder decoder models to generated logic forms represented by sequences (Dong and Lapata, 2016) , and ASTs (Rabinovich et al., 2017; Yin and Neubig, 2017) . Our work differs from theirs in that we truly execute the generated programs on real data, while previous work only evaluates the produced strings by exact match accuracy or BLEU score.
Program synthesis from examples Recent work has studied program synthesis from examples in other domains (Gulwani, 2011; Alur et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2018) . Similar to prior work, we implement an enumeration-based synthesizer that incorporates domain heuristics that speed up its performance. Our method also shares similarity with sketchingbased approaches (Solar-Lezama, 2008) in that our synthesizer starts with a sketch. However, our sketches are produced automatically from the natural language description whereas traditional sketch-based synthesis relies on a user-provided sketch.
Conclusion
We have proposed a sketch-driven regular expression synthesis framework that utilizes both natural language and examples, and we have instantiated this framework with both a neural and a grammarbased parser. Experimental results reveal the artificialness of existing public datasets and demonstrate the advantages of our approach over existing research, especially in real world settings. 
